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Welcome to a new introductory environmental science book that offers students a reliable science

foundation and inspires them to connect the course to the choices they can make as citizens.  Â  

Itâ€™s about scienceâ€“informed by decades of careful research by generations of scientists and

presented in a manner non-science majors understand.Â  Â   Itâ€™s about solutionsâ€”offering a

fresh alternative to â€œdoom and gloomâ€• by emphasizing problem solving and scalable solutions

so students can make more informed choices on actions to support the well-being of humans and

the planet.   Â    Itâ€™s about todayâ€™s studentsâ€”making navigating information, focusing, and

learning easier for a wide range of students.  Â    Itâ€™s written by a world-class scientist and

dedicated teacher â€”author Norm Christensen was elected Fellow of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, is founding dean of the Nicholas School of the Environment, and has

served as president of the Ecological Society of America. He is also a gifted teacher who has taught

the introductory environmental science course for over 15 years and won a Distinguished Teaching

Award.    Â   This package contains:   The Environment and You
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I had to purchase this text for a University Environment GenEd, and I found the information to be

very interesting and well laid out. The text was easy to navigate, and I loved the E-companion that

correlated with the book. Very great resource!



Not the Best text book, but for the class it was great, teacher taught and tested straight from the

book, being an older verison nothing changed so had all the information even with teacher using 2

editions forward.

Book came quickly and was in great condition. Needed it for class, so price wasn't an issue, but for

10 dollars.... A fantastic buy no doubt. Content of the book is everything my environmental science

class teaches, so I can't complain.

It was the wrong book, but it was nice while it lasted. Yes, wrong book was assigned to the class.

But from what I could see it was: Easy to read, understand, and glossy photos. Good

Bio-ecosystems book

book arrived on time. nicely packed and came with a disk which i am not opening. this is better than

purchasing the book which is about $140.

Good in general. Although not as new as I expected, it has clean inside and good enough for me to

study with.

My son was as pleased as can be for a college course book. Shipped quickly, not sure what else

can to say

I "needed" this book for my college class. If I could go back in time I would not purchase the book

and I would still do just as well in the class. The book is very boring to read and content is common

sense stuff.
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